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Perfection made simple
SCOPE

Organisation & Performance



SCOPE

SCOPE is an R-M Programmes For Success service module.
It is a part of the continuous improvement approach, with the aim of providing 
you with sustainable results in organisation and cost control, lead time,  
quality as well as safety for your bodyshop. 

SCOPE :  
Optimisation of your work space, 
down to the smallest detail

Benefits : clean ultra-functional  
work stations that will generate :

Rigorous method tailored  
to your bodyshop, 
for sustainable optimisation : 
eliminating what is not necessary, 
defining a designated place  
for each thing, reducing sources  
of dust, standardizing and  
ensuring long-term viability.

  Productivity gains depending on the station 
 (reduction in movements and time spent searching 
 for tools or consumables). 

  Better working atmosphere, higher quality and safety. 

  More productive space in the workshop, increased  
 operator comfort, better workflow and more  
 motivation for the technicians. 

  Stock and equipment inspection made easier. 

  Reinforcement of your company image. 

  A solid basis for a continuous improvement approach.

SCOPE



Take control of the project in 4 key stages

Visible  
extinguisher

Before

After

“Parking” zone for  
the infrared system

Unencumbered  
passage zone

Floor markings

Easier access  
to trestles

Preparation

Identification of your 
needs and definition  
of the objectives  
of the project.
Definition of the 
steps to take.

Eliminate what is  
not necessary, tidy up, 
clean and organize,
following a detailed  
analysis of the areas  
of improvement.

Ensuring the long-term 
viability of the project 
(visual standards,  
monitoring chart).

The tools enable  
you to manage the 
project autonomously.

Optimisation 
of the  
workspace

Implementation 
of standards

Monitoring

The vital aspects to consider :
•	Effective	arrangement	of	mobile	equipment	 
 (film and paper dispensers, trolleys, infrared systems…).

•	Intelligent	storage	methods	(tools,	consumables).	

•	Optimisation	and	tracking	of	work,	passages	 
 and storage zones. 

•	Methods	to	consistently	maintain	the	bodyshop	 
	 and	its	equipment	in	good	operating	condition.

Equipped	with	real	 industry	expertise,	your	R-M	consultant	helps	
you to find the workspaces and other areas of your workshop that 
require	 analysis	 and	 improvement.	 His	 extensive	 experience	 of	
the body repair process gives him the insight to suggest relevent  
solutions. 

Together, you define the steps to take to implement your project and 
the plan of action that best corresponds with your expectations, 
needs and schedule. You then run the project autonomously with 
the suggested tools and methods. Your consultant is available at all 
times to guide you along new lines of improvement and provide you 
with	the	support	required	for	the	long-term	viability	of	your	project.

A perfect example :
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SCOPE


